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The Angry Apprentice and the Evil Mentor!Alex is now Herobrine's apprentice in hope of acquiring

the perfect evil laugh and cool evil trickery skills. But Herobrine is a very strict teacher and Alex

keeps getting smacked for not being evil enough! Will she be able to endure it or give up being evil

altogether? Find out what happens in the Diary of an Angry Alex 8!- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Wow, yaaaaaaaa:) This is cool! read it now! Those funny things alex tries and to heronbrine



throwing anvil or whatever.anyway, alexs angrier looking in the cover, and I cant blame her Since if

that happens to me Im gonna explore.:( And also, read it NOW!!!!!;)well yhats it for today! joowon

hwangp.s. crrafty nichole and the reviewers, plz dont laugth, but my skin is alex BECAUSE my

stupid, stupid computer swiched by ITSELF!!!!!!! AND I TRIED EVERYTHING TO CHANGE IT BUT

MY ULGY COMPUTER JUST VREATED A UGLY PICTURE OF THAT SKIN!!!!!!

i love these books and hope that alex kills steve and hero brine he is annoying maybe she sould

escape find steve in his dimond block house he made after giting diamonds she breaks his house

and sets his bed on fire and leaves a sign that says steve you need to fall into a hole and alex flips a

switch that where steve was a trapdoor opens and he falls into a hole and then below is hero brine

and steve dies and spans at his spawn point where there is a obsidian room so he cant get out and

then alex kills hero brine with a lava buket and says haaaaa heha (donky laugh ) the end but that is

just a suggestion not a request the end ----Zachary Ln

Hi there! I would just like to say that ... this book was awesome! I love reading the Angry Alex books!

They are so funny and I can't wait for number 9! :-p I have a suggestion. Can you have Alex make

friends with some people at the anger management place and have then try to break out or

something? Also, you could have Alex's evil laugh attract silverfish (since she died 'cause of them). I

hope that you with think of my suggestion. Bye! ;-)- Nerdy_princess (minecraft username)

i love this book!!! I think steve and herobrine should both get a anvil to the head.I love the way crafty

Nicole added the parts when alex got hit on the head with a stick or log or anvil that made the story

very funny. Thank you crafty Nicole for adding my name it to the list awesome reviewers. I think

YOU should TOTALLY read this book. :) -Ivy

Lololol not really but seriously though could you please make it free? Ive used up the amount of

money im allowed to spend each month. Once the month ends i can go back to buying your

books.Sincerely,your third biggest fan,huge liker of your books,pro

minecrafter,(dirt=minecraftcubed)Spark.

Yes! FINALLY!!! Its out!!!!!! I've benn waiting for this book to come out for a long time. The Angry

Alex books are one of the best minecraft series out there. This will be a minecraft series that will be

worth reading. I encourage the author to keep writing books. ----Dude 89(P.S. Can you try to add



some pictures in your writing?)

I love this book and I am excited for the next one. Will Alex get fire eyes? Will she defeat Herobrine

or/and Steve? Will she live by herself in a hole while planning to blow up the world? Can I stop

asking questions? Maybe, but I am waiting to figure out what happens next!!!!! Please make 9 very

soon!!!

Hi. This book was really good and creative. Also, I have a suggestion. Can u make a book based of

of a guilty hacker. The hacker shoud be guilty from the reactions other people he hacks on

minecraft.Then someone else hacks him and........ u decide what happens next. and thx for reading

my review and bye!
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